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Mecanoo
From Cities and Buildings to Interiors and furniture



Mecanoo places the users (people) at the 
center of the design. We shape the 
experience...

... supported by an extensive knowledge of 
the environment and characteristic 
elements of the context...

...before shaping a final conclusion that will 
no doubt change over time...



Where are we now?



Competing modalities.



Have you experienced different 
traffic  streams invading each 
other’s space?

Competin
g  
modalities
.

Today’s issues

Loss of spatial quality around stations.



Appropriation of public space



Congestion.



MaaS is a Mess.
At least it can be sometimes, 
understanding its spatial impact is crucial



Where are we going…?



Public Transport  
in2040
Outlinesof a vision for the future

40%

To increase public
transport capacity 
by 40%

To provide a highly  

attractive experience  

(Average rating 8 / 10)

To become 100%

energy  neutral and

sustainable

To offer a seamless 

network  covering public, 

private and shared 

transport 

(Mobility as a  Service)

Capacity ExperienceSustainability Networks

Tomorrow’s targets



‘Sharing is caring’
Enabling 40% growth by 2040.



Millennials care more about 
experience than belongings



Determine your 
own journey…



Targeting 100% carbon neutrality



Enjoy the ‘romance of the journey’
Mecanoo projects



Same infrastructure, new function
De Dordtse Spoorzone



Infrastructure as a barrier



Infrastructure as a new civic space



Infrastructure as a barrier



Infrastructure as a place for people to live, work and play





The station as a barrier



The station as a people and city connector



The station as a modern cathedral
Delft Station





Delft: historic city (Vermeer) and City of Innovation 
(University)
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Alleys and courtyards: a historic reference for the roofscape









A building as a city connector
National Kaohsiung Centre for the Arts, Taiwan













Journey of the future 
Mobility as an experience



Each journey is different



Shift in ‘rights of way’ (station environment & modal priorities)



Shift in ‘rights of way’ (station environment)



The romance of the different journeys



The romance of the different journeys



The romance of the different journeys



The romance of the different journeys
Toolkits of design elements and technology integration



The journey as an experience
Ns Interior Train of the Future



Our role is to successfully innovate by
transforming.
‘We think the best way to predict the

future  is to DESIGNit’ NS Vision Interior Train of the Future | Exhibited at Dutch Design Week
2018



















The future of sustainable
mobility should be…



About the romance of the journey



Integration into surrounding urban fabric



Be recognizableBe recognisable and have an identity



Places for people to come together…
to meet, work, learn and play
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